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1 Introduction 
Cryptocurrency custody providers seem to be springing up all over for the past couple of years. 
At their very core, custody platforms are designed to serve as independent storage units that are 
aimed primarily at institutional investors. These solutions, more often than not, tend to make use 
of a combination of various hot and cold storage technologies. This white paper reviews various 
approaches, challenges, and considerations in securing digital assets under third-party custody 
which allow customer funds to be held and managed entirely by service providers like trading 
exchanges and stand-alone custody providers. 

Third-party custody solutions in the market today vary drastically in terms of what they offer and 
their service level agreements regarding the storage, access, and movement of customer assets. 
The main utility of cryptocurrency custody solutions lies in the safeguarding of cryptocurrency 
assets through cryptographic private keys, which are used to conduct transactions on crypto 
holdings. Custodial providers and exchanges with custody services go to extreme lengths to 
guard against compromising or losing private keys since they provide proof of ownership and are 
crucial to accessing and protecting digital assets. Figure 1 below summarizes some of the 
challenges face by Custodial providers and exchanges to secure digital assets in custody. 

 

 
 

Figure 1: Digital asset custody services and operational challenges 
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2 How to Protect Keys in Custody? 
Cryptographic keys are the only means that establish ownership of digital assets and are required 
to reassign ownership of an asset. The secure creation and safeguarding of private keys are of 
the utmost importance to custody providers, all other security measures become meaningless 
otherwise. Control of crypto assets resides with the holder of a cryptographic private key which 
unlocks a public key wallet address used to execute transactions and move assets. 

The most common approach to protect private keys for custody services is a tiered wallet 
architecture providing security through limited fund access. The tiered wallet architecture is a 
combination of hot and cold wallets to balance between making a portion of the funds in custody 
available online in a hot wallet for daily trading and securing a majority of funds off-line in a cold 
wallet. The objective of the cold wallet is to provide maximum protection against hackers, 
malicious insiders, or the risk of private keys being accidentally exposed to unintended parties. 

2.1 Crypto Custody Cold Storage Types 
Cold storage private/public key generation, storage, and security are typically tailored to the 
organization's business model, the value of the underlying asset, and applicable jurisdictional 
regulations. Traditional cold storage solutions are typically based on HSMs (Hardware Security 
Modules) or DIY key management systems (Do-it-Yourself in house developed or open-source 
software). 

In general, cold storage provides core cryptographic functions such as private/public key 
generation, secure key backup/restore and in some cases transaction signing. In most cases, 
cold storage solutions add a manual step and require human involvement for key security and 
accessing assets. This approach provides an additional level of security; however, it may be 
difficult to deliver liquidity from cold storage on short notice because of the off-line or procedural 
approval process to sign transactions and transfers assets. 

The following sections briefly compare and contrast different approaches to custodial cold 
storage: 

2.1.1 Hardware Security Module (HSM) Approach 
HSMs are specialized hardware appliances that are commonly used in the payments industry to 
store sensitive cryptographic key material and perform operations with those keys. HSMs 
incorporate true random number generators for strong key generation and provide physical 
safeguarding of the private keys during storage and while in use, and also ensure that the keys 
never leave the physical confines of the HSM. Each HSM is usually only accessible by authorized 
personnel or an optionally authorized quorum of personnel via secure and physical admin 
interfaces. Figure 2 below depicts a typical custody wallet architecture with an HSM. 
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Figure 2: Typical custody tiered wallet architecture 

HSMs typically require a Key Management System (KMS) or other external applications to assist 
in managing the life cycle of crypto keys from the stages of key creation, distribution, maintenance, 
and eventually destruction of the key, as well as cryptographic operations. KMS brings some level 
of automation to the crypto operation for HSMs that helps to minimize human error and improve 
private key security compared to the DIY approach mentioned above.  

HSMs can be deployed in an air-gapped (off-line or cold storage) mode, or a controlled online 
secure perimeter (within a firewall and controlled communication) environment. To transfer digital 
assets from an HSM, the wallet’s private keys stored in the HSM are used to digitally sign 
transactions. In most common cases the transaction data are entered into the HSM for a given 
wallet through an application external to the HSM (signing application/KMS) via an API. The HSM 
signs the transaction using its private keys for a given wallet address and required ledger (BTC, 
ETH, etc.). The signed transaction is then forwarded from the HSM to the requesting application 
and recorded on-chain.  

HSMs hold private keys securely, however, they do not typically provide means for detection of 
key exploitation and misuse. If the HSM is compelled to use its stored private key through an 
application with sufficient permissions to sign a fraudulent transaction (initiated by a malware 
embedded in a transaction or a rogue insider), the assets can be stolen without extracting the 
private keys. 

For off-line deployment, transaction data is entered into the HSM using a USB or another transfer 
method and the signed transaction is transferred out of the HSM via a similar off-line method. In 
either off-line or secured perimeter online deployment, the transaction data entering HSM could 
contain malware, and a bad internal actor could present a fraudulent transaction for signature. 
This vulnerability certainly requires coordination to exploit but it is possible. 
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Figure 3: Cold storage with off-line HSMs using KMS for approval 

Operating HSMs in a cold storage environment is extremely complex and requires authorized 
parties for operations, maintenance and transfer of funds. 

2.1.2 HSM and MultiSig 
For added security, most providers rely on multiple approver schemes like MultiSig to sign 
withdrawal transactions. MultiSig is not natively supported on HSMs and requires an external app 
or customization of the HSM. Through MultiSig, a minimum number of approvers are required to 
approve transactions using private keys assigned to each approver and based on policies 
associated with each approver. The most commonly used MultiSig scheme is 2 out of 3, meaning 
2 signatures out of 3 potential approvers, typically requiring separate HSMs holding private keys 
to successfully sign a transaction. 

MultiSig schemes considerably increase cryptocurrency private key transaction security, however 
they are not without limitations or operational issues. Here is a summary of some of the challenges 
with MultiSig technology: 

• Not suitable for multiple cryptocurrency wallets. MultiSig is supported natively by the 
Bitcoin protocol but not for popular Ethereum, Binance BNB coin, and others. Therefore 
development and customization for protocols that do not natively support MultiSig is 
required. 

• Key refresh and changes to security policy requires a new public key (i.e. wallet address), 
which requires a full withdrawal and deposit in a new address, and associated transaction 
fees. 

• User policies are decoupled from cryptographic keys. A user or an application can misuse 
a stored private key. 

• Higher transaction fees. Multiple signatures are recorded on-chain, materially increasing 
transaction sizes, resulting in fewer transactions per fixed-length block and higher mining 
fees. 

• Security policy updates are recorded on-chain. The resulting electronic breadcrumb trail 
erodes privacy and increases vulnerability. 

• Possible delays in transactions, resulting from larger transaction sizes and the 
requirement to bid up higher mining fees during peak transaction activity periods. 
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Figure 4: Cold storage using online HSMs with MultiSig 

HSMs have been around for over two decades and are widely regarded as expensive and difficult 
to use. Some of the inherent challenges using HSMs in cryptocurrency operations are as follows: 

• Potential single point of failure, as HSMs and related backups may take the keys down 
with them upon failure. 

• Lack agility, as cryptographic algorithms are often tied to the fixed hardware. New 
cryptographic algorithms or curves may require difficult firmware upgrades, and possibly 
new hardware appliances. 

• Difficult to update and upgrade for newly discovered security vulnerabilities. Upgrading an 
HSM may not only involve a firmware upgrade but, in some cases, replacing the physical 
appliance itself. 

• Scaling and resilience require many disjointed HSM appliances and potentially poses a 
single point of failure. 

• Limited and complex APIs, typically through PKCS#11 which may not be the best option 
for many applications. 
 

2.2.1 DIY Approach 
Do It Yourself (DIY) solutions are mostly used by large cryptocurrency exchanges providing 
custody services for their exchange trading platforms. This approach utilizes open-source, 
licensed, and/or in house developed software stacks in combination with human-operated 
processes for private key life cycle management and to withdraw assets from cold storage through 
a process called a “key ceremony” or a “theater.” 

Key ceremonies are typically performed in a secure room with video cameras, witnesses, lawyers, 
notaries, and company executives. The goal is to create the sensitive key material with the 
consensus that they are generated in a cryptographically secure manner, and that no one could 
have made unauthorized copies. The key ceremony has been around for years to ensure the 
integrity of some of the most valuable cryptographic key materials but mostly utilized for infrequent 
key management operations. 
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Below is an example of a key ceremony process from a US-based cryptocurrency exchange 
provider. 

1. Boot up a Linux OS from USB drive on a laptop. 
2. Use custom software to generate new encryption keys that will control customers' funds 

and split those keys into multiple encrypted pieces (Shamir secret sharing) encoded into 
a series of QR codes. 

3. QR codes are transferred onto a laptop to print. 
4. The laptop that was used to generate keys is destroyed. 
5. The paper with QR codes is put into binders and stored in a secure facility. 
6. Backups are scattered around the world on USB and hard drives. 

The ceremony process is also used to move assets from DIY cold storage to settle transactions. 
Through a consensus process, a quorum of authorized approvers gets together to reconstruct the 
stored split keys (in step 2) and using them to sign withdrawal transactions to a warm/hot wallet. 

To reduce the transaction cost and to minimize the ceremony process, some centralized 
exchanges utilize pooled wallet approach for different coins/tokens. Customers’ funds are pooled 
together in an exchange wallet address and a record of each customer’s balance is tracked in the 
exchange’s databases. 

2.2.2 Security Model 
The key ceremony relies on processes, procedures, and those who ultimately manage the keys, 
key backups, hardware, and software authenticity. The manual process nature of the key 
ceremony came to be viewed as a security measure; however, it introduces a significant delay in 
making assets available for trading and liquidity. The use of manual key management processes, 
based on paper or cumbersome tools such as spreadsheets accompanied by manual key 
ceremonies, can easily result in human errors that often go unnoticed and may leave keys highly 
vulnerable. Furthermore, major security risks to the private key remain after the key is 
reconstructed, all secrecy and protections can be lost. As an example, a rogue insider can 
privately use other parties' shares or use constructed keys to maliciously transfer assets in 
custody. 

Cryptocurrency custody solutions have made many advancements in securing digital assets using 
trusted individuals, processes and available technologies like HSM, MultiSig or opensource 
software as a core technology to secure crypto assets. Many of the challenges in securing such 
assets are rooted in lack of regulation and oversight, being vulnerable to hackers, and 
transactions being non-reversible. Some of the components of existing core technology were 
never designed to meet the challenges of securing virtual currency and despite many security 
advancements exchange thefts continue to be a significant problem. 
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3 Cryptocurrency Custody Operational Challenges 
Securing and managing many private keys for each crypto asset type, managing multiple 
coins/tokens per wallet, managing tens of thousands to millions of users and their wallets, and 
defending them against a wide range of malicious insider and hacker attacks in an environment 
where the transactions are non-reversible has been challenging for crypto exchanges and crypto 
custody providers. 

The current approaches to securing digital assets are mostly considered a brute-force measure 
against hackers and insider theft that have resulted in over $11 billion in losses. These 
approaches exacerbate the complexity of digital asset operations and hinder business agility, 
while also burdening capital and operational expenses.” 

3.1 Core Cryptographic operations 
Generating private and public keys, securing them, using them to sign transactions by authorized 
users, and validating transactions are core to any digital asset wallet. The complexity arises when 
the crypto operation is expanded in offering financial services to tens of thousands and potentially 
millions of intuitions or users. The current approaches to manage these services are frequently 
based on off the shelf HSMs, purpose-built software or open-source software as a trusted platform 
(TP). Figure 5 below depicts typical crypto custody cryptographic security building blocks based 
on HSM. 

 

 

Figure 5: Typical crypto custody cryptographic security building blocks 

TPs are viewed as a secured vault. Determining who can open these vaults and what they can 
remove from the vaults is commonly controlled by a combination of middleware and human 
processes to prevent unilateral actions by any one individual to transfer funds. This is commonly 
referred to as a quorum approval and it’s a key component that ties the custody business 
operations to cryptographic operations. Quorum implementations may vary for different 
underlying assets, cold vs. online storage, and business models. 

Common approaches to cryptographic operations fall short in meeting institutional custody 
services requiring highest grade security with competitive advantages where asset accessibility 
is near-instant and wallet scale is at its highest. Some of the key challenges of current approaches 
for cryptographic operations are as follows: 
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• Disjointed cryptographic operations 
• Quorum approval (QA) scheme decoupled from trusted platforms 
• Ledger specific quorum approval for most deployments 
• Vulnerability to private key misuse 
• QA to coordinate transaction signing for each Trusted Platform (TP) 
• Each TP is managed as an element to perform crypto operations 
• Requiring manual coordination across multiple TPs 
• Trusted platform requires 1:1 availability to reduce single point of failure 
• High CapEx & OpEx 
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4 Welcome to Modern Cryptography 
Digital asset security is evolving at an incredible rate and crypto custodians are challenged to 
deliver superior security without sacrificing transaction processing speed and resilience - critical 
attributes that are valued greatly by crypto customers. 

As crypto custodians ramp up their security operations, they are embracing modern cryptographic 
techniques to build-out core capabilities for highly secure, agile and resilient private key 
operations and efficient transaction processing capabilities. New solutions are being architected 
around principles of decentralization, resiliency, frequent and high-volume trading combined with 
high privacy, and agile crypto operations. Figure 6 shows four key attributes of modern digital 
asset security operations for crypto custody. 

 

Figure 6: Modern Digital Asset security attributes of crypto custody 

Modern cryptographic techniques are paramount for crypto custodians keeping up pace with rapid 
technological changes that could drive new services, revenue opportunities, and future 
competitive advantages. Threshold cryptography using MPC (Multiparty Computation) techniques 
to enhance the security, resiliency, and efficiency of digital asset custody is an example of modern 
cryptography. 

Threshold cryptography is gaining widespread support and is actively being integrated into 
custody solutions and other uses. It brings a new level of security and flexibility that enables 
custody providers to adopt a secure, scalable, and distributed trust model with no single point of 
compromise. And at the same, it resolves the classic dilemma of optimizing for asset security vs. 
liquidity, because both states can be achieved simultaneously. 

The main idea behind this technology is that the private key can be generated and maintained as 
“n” parts, and a subset of these parts “m” are needed to perform cryptographic operations using 
their private key shares. It is known as m-of-n threshold, wherein “m” partitions out of the total “n” 
are created and required to formulate a protective quorum approval layer for the underlying crypto 
assets. When used for transaction signing, this approach is functionally similar to but operationally 
superior to MultiSig. 
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At a fundamental level, MPC enables computation using information that is privately held by 
multiple parties, without having to share the information between the parties or with a trusted third 
party. Threshold signatures use MPC to create a distributed model of trust over digital asset 
private key operations and transaction signing. Threshold Signatures are referred to as 
“ThresholdSig” for the remainder of this document. While the term is generic, some of the 
referenced attributes of ThresholdSig are based on Sepior’s specific implementation and filed 
patents. The following sections touch on some of the main attributes of the ThresholdSig as it 
relates to digital asset custody services. 

4.1 Private Key Security 
As mentioned in previous sections, the most common model of private and public key generation 
for custody services requires a manual and/or quorum approval process that is typically human-
managed, using an HSM or a ceremony operation. These private keys are secured as a whole 
key in an HSM or fragmented into multiple key shares and stored in USB or paper wallets if shares 
are generated through the key generation ceremony. 

Modern cryptography enables the use of ThresholdSig for key operations and provides the 
following security enhancements: 

4.1.1 Distributed Key Generation 
With ThresholdSig, there is no combined private key - instead cryptographic level private key 
shares are generated on MPC nodes which may run in a container, VM, or a mobile device 
environment. Ideally, these nodes are operated in different locations or in isolated networks to 
generate key shares and perform cryptographic operations. 

MPC nodes, through specific protocols, involve a set of “n” nodes for key generation and a subset 
“m” of the nodes to perform crypto operations, using a subset of key shares. Since key shares 
are distributed on each node, the private keys are never constructed or stored in one place 
offering enhanced key security and eliminating a single point of failure compared to legacy 
approaches. 

4.1.2 Proactive Security 
ThresholdSig offers a critical security feature referred to as key share refresh which emulate 
private key rotation by creating a new set of key shares without changing the corresponding public 
key and wallet address. Key share refresh increases security effectiveness and provides greater 
business flexibility when devices are lost, stolen, or hacked, as well policy-related changes 
triggered by adding or changing users associated with transaction approvals. Unlike MultiSig, 
ThresholdSig provides this enhanced security without requiring on-chain transactions or a change 
of the key address, so this is a major operational and security enhancement. 

4.1.3 Designed for The Rogue Environment 
ThresholdSig introduces a new level of security, integrity, and availability that is fundamentally 
different from most modern security schemes which are designed for ideal conditions and may 
become non-functional when real-world conditions inevitably occur. ThresholdSig works even if 
certain parties participating as approvers become corrupted or unavailable, so the operation can 
proceed securely as long as the defined threshold of honest parties are satisfied. 
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4.1.4 Simple and Flexible, Yet Secure Quorum Approvals 
While two or three separate party approver models are widely regarded as sufficient for industry 
leading security at the cryptographic operations layer, certain applications may require more 
approvers depending on business policies. For example, wallets used for executing very large 
digital asset trades may require multiple levels of in-house approval before the broker or custodian 
fully signs off with their approval. Depending on the value of the trade they may require one to 
three or more internal approvers. 

With ThresholdSig, a variety of approver models can be supported, in practice with up to 20 
approvers at the cryptographic operations layer for some setting. Unlike MultiSig, only a single 
signature is recorded on-chain with the transaction, so there are none of the negative 
consequences of MultiSig such as materially increasing transaction size with each approver, 
which can reduce transaction throughput and require higher mining fees to assure timely 
transaction processing. 

More importantly, each of these ThresholdSig approvals are executed at the cryptographic 
operations layer to ensure cryptographic integrity. Alternative schemes which may abstract 
business layer approvals from cryptographic layer operations are subject to code manipulation 
and exploitation, which can result in large losses. Implementing approvals at the cryptographic 
operations layer using ThresholdSig eliminates software manipulation vulnerability risks for 
maximum security. 

4.2 Transaction Security 
As mentioned previously, the main utility of cryptocurrency custody solutions lies in the 
safeguarding of cryptocurrency assets through cryptographic private keys, which are used to 
conduct transactions on cryptocurrency holdings. To transfer funds between wallet addresses, 
the private key is used to digitally sign transactions, while the public key can verify that the specific 
private key was the one that signed the transaction. For added security, many custody providers 
and exchanges rely on multiparty authorization schemes to ensure no one individual is in charge 
of customers’ assets. MultiSig is one of the most commonly used quorum approval schemes, but 
it has many undesirable attributes as summarized in section 2.1.2. 

With ThresholdSig, private keys only exist in the form of distributed key shares throughout their 
lifetime, from key share generation, through use, and termination. In a threshold scheme, the key 
generation and signature algorithm are replaced by communication and privacy preserving 
computation protocol between the MPC nodes. ThresholdSig provides an advanced approval 
quorum without the complexity and cost of MultiSig, or other multi authorization schemes. It is an 
effective countermeasure security solution to the recurring theft of cryptocurrency due to the 
compromise of the private signing key that authorizes transactions. 

To sign a transaction with a ThresholdSig scheme, each approver has a unique key share of the 
private key. Each approver provides their share of an approval signature using a cryptographic 
algorithm which natively generates the transaction signature only when the required number of 
approvals is satisfied. This approach eliminates the dependency on any single party to hold the 
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key and execute the signature on their behalf, thus eliminating the single point of failure of most 
approval schemes. 

ThresholdSig uses MPC to provide such secure cryptographic services. Models may be specified 
to require 2 of 3 or virtually any m of n combination up to 20 of 20 parties. Sepior’s implementation 
of MPC executes across each of the approving parties asynchronously, until the minimum number 
of required approvals have been validated to fully authorize the transaction. Once confirmed, MPC 
generates the transaction signature without ever creating a full key. The results are secure 
quorum approvals, without the cryptographic security gaps that frequently exists between 
authentication and execution of alternative models. 

ThresholdSig is a superior multiparty approval and signature generation scheme. When 
compared with MultiSig, consider the following additional security and operational features: 

• Increased security resulting from never generating or storing an entire key on any device 
• Increased transaction privacy by eliminating multiple signatures on-chain 
• Reduced transaction sizes to maximize transactions per block and minimize mining fees 
• Practical support for m of n approvers greater than 2 of 3 
• Uniform quorum approval of all digital assets, including those that do not natively support 

MultiSig 
• Reduced capital and operational costs by eliminating the requirement for HSMs 

Cryptographic techniques are pivotal in securing crypto assets and the complexity of operational 
control and business agility around the custody model. Modern cryptographic techniques such as 
MPC bring a new level of security, simplicity, and resiliency through distributed threshold 
cryptography and embedded quorum approval for all crypto assets. Figure 7 below depicts MPC 
based cryptographic operations: 

 

 

Figure 7: Crypto custody cryptographic operations using MPC 

 

Some of the key attributes of MPC for cryptographic operations are as follows: 

• Distributed and fully integrated cryptographic operations 
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• Quorum approval (QA) scheme is embedded in each node 

• Ledger agnostic 

• Distributed Nodes can be managed uniformly 

• Crypto operations coordination across nodes is automated through the MPC protocol 

• Protection against untrusted parties and single point of failure 

• Highest level of security with lowest CapEx and OpEx 

4.3 ThresholdSig Custody Deployment Scenarios 
ThresholdSig brings a new level of security, simplicity and operational efficiency to digital asset 
security for custodial and non-custodial wallets. Following are some high-level examples of 
ThresholdSig wallet deployments for custody services. 

4.3.1 Fully Integrated ThresholdSig Wallet 
Ideal for digital asset exchanges and custody providers replacing three tiers of cold, warm and 
hot wallets with one highly secure wallet to provide the optimal balance of security and liquidity. 

 

Figure 8: ThresholdSig Wallet versus Tiered Multi-Wallet Models 

 

• Equal to higher levels of security than multi-tiered wallet models, with the highest asset 
liquidity 

• Operations simplicity (one wallet to manage, key refresh w/o address change) 
• Much lower capital expense (CapEx) and operational expenses (OpEx) 
• Flexible service options, custody control, co-wallet and institution control 
• Uniform approach for quorum approval of all cryptocurrency coins/tokens 
• Practical support of virtually any m of n combination, up to 20 of 20 
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• Highly scalable, designed for per user wallet models; supporting thousands of transactions 
per second 

4.3.2 ThresholdSig Cold Storage Alternative to HSM and MultiSig Cold Storage 
ThresholdSig eliminates the need for a quorum of multiple HSMs holding private keys that are 
required to sign transactions on behalf of MultiSig approvers. Such configurations are often used 
for applications where compliance or other regulatory requirements mandate off-line key storage 
and approval. 

 

Figure 9: Comparison between off-line storage using HSM + MultiSig versus VM + ThresholdSig 

Benefits of ThresholdSig in this setting include: 

• Air gapped, quorum approval where key shares and approvers remain off-line 
• Significantly reduced CapEx – no need for banks of HSMs and MultiSig stack 
• Lower OpEx through simplified operations and lower transaction fees 
• Holistic approach for quorum approval of all cryptocurrency coins/tokens 
• Practical support of support of virtually any m of n combination, up to 20 of 20 

4.3.3 ThresholdSig Warm or Hot Wallets in A Multi-Tiered Wallet Architecture 
An alternative configuration is to maintain existing HSM/MultiSig as a cold wallet and use separate 
ThresholdSig wallet(s) as the warm or hot wallet. 
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Figure 10: ThresholdSig for hot or warm wallet services in combination with HSM cold wallet 

Benefits of ThresholdSig in this setting include: 

• Increase the security of the warm/hot wallet 
• Extend multi approval scheme to warm/hot wallets 
• Holistic approach for quorum approval of all cryptocurrency coins/tokens 

4.3.4 HSM + ThresholdSig In A Cold or Hot Environment 
In this configuration, MultiSig approval can be replaced with ThresholdSig within an existing HSM 
framework. 

 

Figure 11: Online HSM using ThresholdSig for Signature Generation 

Benefits of ThresholdSig in this setting include: 

• Holistic approach for quorum approval of all cryptocurrency coins/tokens 
• Reduced number of quorum HSMs 
• Brings cryptographic level security to HSM to address private key misuse 
• Eliminate single point of failure of HSMs 
• Reduces CapEx and OpEx  
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5 Summary 
There are many technical challenges involved in securely storing and managing crypto assets. 
Crypto custodians provide a critically important service. Most crypto custodians and exchanges 
are striving to implement bank-grade digital asset infrastructure to not only guarantee maximum 
security, but also unlock the potential behind immediate liquidity. 

Modern cryptographic techniques, such as Threshold Signatures are essential tools for crypto 
custodians to keep pace with rapid technological changes that could drive new services, revenue 
opportunities, and future competitive advantages. 

 

6 More Information 
Sepior provides industry leading threshold cryptography based solutions for a range of 
applications such as securing digital assets and smart contract transactions, providing off-chain 
privacy controls for permissioned blockchain applications, and securing data and digital assets 
stored in public or private clouds. 

Several of Sepior’s co-founders and primary developers are recognized for their pioneering work 
in cryptography and for creating the world’s first practical MPC based services. 

If you’re interested in learning more about threshold cryptography and available solutions, contact 
us at info@sepior.com or visit www.sepior.com.  

 


